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Figure-1 Conceptual Design of Whittle's First Jet Engine Figure-2 Whittle's first Jet Engine 

 

What is Turboshaft Engine? 

Turboshaft engine is basically a kind of gas turbine engine. The most famous gas turbine engines 

are "turbojet engines". Turboshaft motors are motors designed to generate a rotating shaft power 

instead of the jet thrust obtained in turbojet engines.   

Gas turbine technology became widespread after the industrial revolution, especially with the 

discovery of steam power. Jet engines used in airplanes and then development of turboshaft engines 

coincides with after the First World War. Frank Whittle, one of the pioneers of gas turbine 

technologies, applied for a patent for a gas turbine on behalf of jet propelled Power Jets Ltd. in the 

United Kingdom in 1930.  He signed contracts with the air force in the following years and in 1941 

made his first flight with the Whittle W1 engine. 

Turboshaft engines are very similar to turbojets as the basic concept and they make additional 

turbine expansion to extract heat energy from the exhaust and convert it into shaft power at the 

outlet. They are similar to turboprops, but there are slight differences and a single engine is generally 

marketed in both forms. 

Turboshaft engines are widely used in applications that require consistently high power output, high 

reliability, and small size and light weight such as helicopters, tanks, hovercrafts, ships, auxiliary 

power units and stationary equipment. 

The first gas turbine engine conceived as an armored combat vehicle is known for the BMW 003 

turbojet based GT 101 model. This gas turbine engine was tested in the Panther tank in mid-1944. 

After that, the first turboshaft engine was built for plane by the French engine company Turbomeca, 

led by its founder Joseph Szydlowski. In 1948, they built the first French designed turbine engine, 

the 100-shp 782. The Turboshaft engine was originally designed as an auxiliary power unit. Soon, 
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the plane was adapted to propulsion and it found place in use as a power plant for helicopters 

powered by turboshaft in the 1950s. Following the experimental installation of a Boeing T50 

turboshaft on the Kaman K-225 synchropter example on 11 December 1951, it was built as the 

world's first turboshaft-powered helicopter capable of flying any type. 

Since turboshaft engines are basically a kind of gas turbine, it includes similar technologies with 

turbojet, turbofan and turboprop engines.   

 
Figure-3 F. Whittle's First Patent for Jet Engine   
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What Are The Patented Technologies In Turboshaft Engine? Who gets a share of the cake? 

Although the history of the internal combustion engine or electric motor is almost 200 years, it is still 

difficult to build these engines. At least, although it is not difficult to make a normal internal 

combustion engine, it is difficult to build an efficient, high-power internal combustion engine that can 

survive in today's competitive environment. Turboshaft engine is much more difficult to build. Since 

high power generation, efficiency and safety are involved. Building a Turboshaft engine is not just to 

perform an explosion in just one cylinder and to build a machine that will ensure that the movement 

obtained by this explosion is continuously given to the wheels like a normal internal combustion 

engine. It is not easy to achieve this in a safe environment, create an efficient business cycle and 

generate high power. In addition, there is an obligation to do this by bringing together a lot of 

information and technology, such as accelerating the air, changing the temperature and pressure. 

That is why, the number of companies that make aircraft engines, helicopters or tank engines is very 

few while there are companies that produce internal combustion engines in many parts of the world.  

 
Figure-4 Conceptual design of a turboshaft engine used in helicopters. 

 Obtained from patent US10112723  

 

In aviation technologies, it is in question to design an engine that produces both high power and 

speed, and an aircraft that stays safely in the air and moves forward. Above, in the picture given in 

Figure-4, there is a conceptual design illustrated in the US patent US10112723 for a turboshaft 

engine and its application to the helicopter. When the details of this patent are examined, it will be 

observed that patents are not only documents providing legal protection, but technical documents 

in which a new product, a new technology or a new technical process is explained in detail at the 

time of application. Therefore patents are resources that show the state of the art in much more 
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detail than technical books, articles and journals. In addition, the details of all the innovations made 

in recent years can be determined almost entirely from patent sources. Therefore, it is important to 

use patent documents as a base while analyzing technology. Of course while doing research and 

analysis on any technology, opinion can be received from other sources or experts in that field. 

However, numerical analysis and the way of analyzing technical data available to everyone from 

patent details are the way to be applied in the first place. This turboshaft technological competitive 

analysis is a general summary and a report designed to show what can be examined, what 

opportunities there are, what risks can be identified. 

It is known that until the middle of 2020, nearly 8,000 patent applications had been made since the 

1940's from the first patent regarding turboshaft engines. The reason for such a high number in a 

general search is that all patents related to turboshaft were examined. In other words, it includes not 

only rotating fins, where air is accelerated, but also body design, gears, heating cabinets, exhaust, 

material, electronics and even software. In view of the fact that the life of patents is 20 years, it is 

obvious that patents before 2000 are invalid. But it should not be surmised that these patents are 

not working. These patents do not pose a risk, but for imitation or direct imitation it should be noted 

that these patents can be used. In this technological competition analysis report, the vast majority 

of turboshaft related technologies can be analyzed by examining patents between 2000 and 2020. 

Below, the number of patents published between 2000 and mid 2020 is shown graphically.  

 

 
Figure-5 Number of patents applied in the last 20 years related to Turboshaft  

 

As seen in the graphic given as Figure-5 above, it is seen that the number of patents published every 

year increases. The decline in the graph in recent years is due to the fact that there are patents 
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applied for but not yet published. According to this graph, it will be seen that the number of patents 

applied for any subsystem of turboshaft in the last 20 years is around 3,000.  

As stated above, it is absolutely necessary for the developers of the Turboshaft engine to examine 

the patents before 2000. Because in order to learn some technologies, it is also necessary to know 

its early form. Furthermore, to learn technologies that require high knowledge such as aviation 

technology, it would be a great advantage to review previous patents. Since, with the patent 

document, detailed information that is applicable, far from theory, can be reached. On the other 

hand, since these patents are invalid, it is possible to imitate them exactly.  

 

 
Figure-6 Validity of Patents Regarding Turboshaft in the last 20 years 

 

As can be seen in the graphic in Figure-6, approximately 41% of the patents applied since 2000 are 

registered and are still protected. The patent application of approximately 21% is ongoing, and since 

legal patent protection starts from the date of application, it should be taken into account that there 

is a possibility of protection also in these patents. Therefore, a turboshaft designer or manufacturer, 

in his work, should think that at least 1,000 patents could be dangerous like a minefield on his way 

to stop him. Therefore, companies that will conduct R&D activities or manufacture on the turboshaft 

engine should examine all patented technologies. They should use the unprotected patents to learn 

direct imitation. In order to learn about some patents about alive patents, they should find ways to 

use some patents without risk by making license agreements and some patents with “breaking or 

workaround methods".  
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When the patents related to Turboshaft are examined, the patents that are expired are important. 

This also applies to patents with pending protection. For example, the summary information of 

US6203273 patent belonging to United Technologies Corporation is shown below. When examined 

in detail, this patent mentions an invention related to blade structures in turbine engines   

 
Figure-7 US6203273 about the blades in the turboshaft engine turbine 

 

Strategic Recommendation 1; View details of the patents on Turboshaft technologies 
which are now invalid,  but technologically important. Use designs, constructions, methods 
or elements to be directly quoted or imitated.  Avoid the direct cost of reinventing the 
wheel. 
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When the patents related to Turboshaft are examined, the patents which are still protected will be 

determined. For example, the summary of US10533573 patent of SAFRAN company can be seen 

below. This patent is protected. The present patent is related to  a ducted fan module with variable 

pitch propellers for a drive unit. Companies that will work on a turboshaft, turbojet or similar gas 

turbine based engine should make a design study considering this patent.  

 

 
Figure-8 US10533573 patent of Safran company 
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In the Technological Competitive Analysis on Turboshaft, it should be remembered again the 

examination of patents before 2000 and the fact that direct imitation or imitation are possible. How 

to do this requires a separate expertise. Patents after 2000 should be examined in detail and risks 

should be revealed. Of course, there is a way to overcome these risks. However, what is stated here 

is to reveal what the risks are.  

 

In the Technological Competitive Analysis on Turboshaft, if it is determined which areas patents that 

are still valid technically protect and in which geographies these patents are protected, making new 

R&D studies, joint venture agreements, licensing agreements, and supplier agreements will be more 

healthy and safe. Before starting any R&D project on Turboshaft engine, the risk posed by the patents 

on that subject must be determined. If the project is risky, the amount of these risks can be revealed 

by collective patent risk analysis, also known as Freedom to operate or Patent clearance report, to 

produce patented products or technologies in the market. However, if the strength or a cooperative 

feature of which country or which firm in terms of patented technology can be discovered in the 

relevant subject, licensing agreements or Joint venture agreements can be made with these 

countries or with the relevant companies of those countries. If there are patented technologies but 

the possibility of agreement with those countries or companies is low, breaking or patent 

circumvention methods can be used. 

 

 

Strategic Recommendation 2; View the patents that are still protected on Turboshaft 
technologies. Identify patented elements in Turboshaft R&D projects or production so that 
after you put the product on the market, prevent it from being blocked by patent lawsuits.  

Strategic Recommendation 3; When the patents related to Turboshaft technologies are 
examined, it can be seen how strong which firm is in producing patented technology, the 
value of their patents and their market impact. While this information shows only who can 
launch a patent attack, it is also an information showing who the companies that have a 
possible licensing agreement or a joint venture agreement are. 
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Figure-9 Patent Status of Countries Related to Turboshaft 

 

In the graphic given in Figure-7 above, the share of the countries with patented technology related 

to the Turboshaft engine in the total is seen. Although Turboshaft engines have emerged from 

Europe, it will be seen that America is by far the leader in patented turboshaft technologies.  

Figure-10 Patent Applicant Companies Related to Turboshaft 

 

When looking at the companies that have applied for a patent on Turboshaft in the last twenty years, 

General Electric, United Technology, Pratt Whitney, Safran and Sikorsky companies seem to share 

the leadership.  

When the patents related to Turboshaft are examined in detail, lists such as the ones below can be 

accessed. The next stage of these lists is the patent description, which will average 20-30 pages, in 
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these descriptions, explanation of the subject, technical pictures and claims expressing legally 

protected parts can be seen.  

 
Figure-11 Sample information about the list of the Patent Applications on Turboshaft  

 

To show the information that can be obtained from a patent document below, the technical drawings 

given in the US Patent US10533573 of SAFRAN company are seen.  
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Figure-12 Technical Drawings Given in a Patent Related to Turboshaft 

Technical Drawings of the Patent US10533573of Safran Company   
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Which Sub-Sectors Related to Turboshaft Engine Concentrate on Patented Technologies?  

When the patented technologies related to the Turboshaft engine are examined, as can be seen in 

the graph below, especially when technologies in the last twenty years are examined, it will be seen 

that it concentrates on areas such as F01D5- Blades, F02C3 Gas turbines while the F02C7 and 

F01D25 classification generally gives a classification.  

 
Figure-13 The graph according to the international patent classification of In Which Areas There Are Patented 

Technologies Related to the Turboshaft Engine is shown. 

 

In the technological competitive analysis made on the Turboshaft engine, the graph of the companies 

producing turboshaft according to the international patent classification in technical fields is given 

below. 
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Figure-14 It is a graphic showing in which technical areas the companies producing Turboshaft Engine have patented 

technologies.   

 

The innovations made with the Turboshaft engine emerge as a result of patent analysis in which sub-

sectors innovations are made especially when looking at the patents of the last 20 years. The same 

results can be made for firms in a detailed technological competitor analysis.  

 

Figure-15 It is the graphic showing which innovations have been made in sub-sectors related to Turboshaft Engine.  

 

 

In the circular chart above, patents will be seen in the technical fields, in the subsections of which 

technical fields, i.e. in their subsystems.   
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Figure-16 It is the chart showing which innovations are made in the sub-sectors of the technical fields related to 

the Turboshaft Engine.  

 

How to Apply Patent-Based Technological Competitive Analysis Related to Turboshaft Engine in R&D 

and Innovation?  

In order to develop a new product or technology on a subject, normally, it is necessary to have 

theoretical or practical knowledge on that subject. Accessing this theoretical and practical 

knowledge, which can also be named as Know How, can be in many ways. Having the know-how by 

analyzing the patent is an important methodology that shortens this long way. This methodology is 

generally called Technological Competitive Analysis. However, it should be well understood that the 

Technological Competitive Analysis methodology is not a patent searching or related to a classic 

patent attorney. In a classic patent searching, patents related to a subject can be detected, and what 

this patent is about, in which countries it is protected, and technically protected elements can be 

determined. However, this information may be insufficient when used in a serious R&D project. 

Whether a serious R&D project will be successful with Technological Competitive Analysis, if not, 

which elements can be revised, and beyond conventional patent knowledge, patent breaking or 
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patent circurmvention methods can reveal possible licensing and joint venture agreement 

opportunities where patent risk can be eliminated. In order to gain competitive advantage by 

preparing Technological Competitive Analysis and using this information in R&D and Innovation 

projects, the person or teams that will do this work should have the following type of knowledge and 

experience; 

 They should be an engineer-based patent attorney 

 They should have full knowledge of the Innovation, R&D and New Product Development 

Methods 

 They should have full knowledge of patent law in Turkey and in the world 

 They should know patent breaking and patent circumvention methods theoretically and 

practically 

 They should have full knowledge of the Triz method with patent-based systematic innovation 

and patent breaking techniques or Triz-based methods.  

 

Building a Turboshaft engine isn't just composed of technically building a turboshaft engine. It is 

necessary to do it, to be able to sell it, to avoid problems while applying it to commercial life. In order 

to make and implement R&D projects in technological areas that require both turboshaft engine, 

other aviation technologies or advanced knowledge, the Turboshaft Technological Competitor 

Analysis Report, whose summary information is given above, must be prepared and implemented to 

provide added value to R&D projects. With such a study, 10-15-year projects can be realized in less 

than 5 years, 3-4-year-old projects in less than 1 year. And also successfully.  
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WHAT DOES KORDINAT DO?? 

Kordinat serves as an attorney in the protection of all intellectual property rights, especially 

trademark, patent and design. 

Kordinat provides value-added services in Innovation, R&D and New Product Development in order 

to increase the intellectual capital of companies and increase their competitiveness. It guarantees 

the values obtained as a result of these activities with intellectual property rights. 

 

OTHER SPECIAL SERVICES OF KORDİNAT 

Patent Strategies in R&D Departments, 

Overcoming the Patent Barrier and Circumventin Patent, 

Integrated Intellectual Property Management 

Effective Brand, Patent and Design Protection All Over the World 
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